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Case Study:

Fort Berthold Services

dispatch
Oil Field Services Company
saves thousands of hours and
dollars each month, eliminates
client complaints, and
out-performs the
competition
using Omni
Dispatch

The problem

The solution

With oil companies, contractors, drivers,
and the constancy of the oil fields, the
Ft. Berthold Services (FBS) operation is
extraodinarily complex.

“We tried other tools to solve this
problem, but they were all made for
other industries,” Lewis Hill says. “None
were really made specifically for the oil
fields.”

Co-owner of FBS, Lewis Hill says tracking
invoices, payments and data from the
oil fields has been probelmatic for a
long time. “It was a nightmare for us, it
was a nightmare for our contractors,”
Hill says.
The office staff was handling over 5,000
paper invoices each month, using
whiteout for corrections.
Several
employees would spend the majority of
thier time sorting, correcting verifying
and managing invoices.
It became simply unmanageable, “We
were on the phone dealing with this stuff
all the time,” Hill says. “It was a massive
waste of time and energy.”
Our office was more concerned with
tracking everything than actually doing
our jobs. It was awful.”
Wasted time was piling up. Angry
contractors and lost leads were
becoming too common.
“It was
nothing short of a disaster” he says.

Then they found Omni Dispatch©™. “It
was heaven-sent“, he says. “It allowed
us to track each load, track each
invoice and hold invoices in integrity.
We could easily find old invoices and
track bills in real-time.”
The Office Manager, Bruno Hill, agrees.
He says Omni Dispatch©™ has
changed the entire structure of his
office. “We can now immediately get
invoices to oil companies, pay contractors, and solve problems quickly.”
“It has changed the way we do everything in our office,” Lewis Hill says. “And
it was very, very simple to set up and
get running. I’m not very technology
savvy, and I can figure it out.”

"We can now immediately
invoice oil companies, pay
contractors, and solve
problems quickly.”

company
Fort Berthold Services

industry
Oil Field Services

location
Killdeer, Dunn County,
North Dakota

Business description
Fort Berthold Services (FBS)
is a trucking company based
in Killdeer, North Dakota.
The company owns and operates
80 tanker trucks used primarily
to haul freshwater for fracking.
They also contract an additional
60-100 trucks.
The tankers run 24/7 hauling
freshwater into the oil fields
and by products from wells out.
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The results
Bruno says his office staff has saved hundreds, maybe thousands, of hours since they launched
Omni Dispatch©™.
Time that used to be spent trying to find disputed invoices, logs, and cross-referenced data, has
been cut exponentially. Time that used to be spent dealing with angry contractors, digging
through files, apologizing, and getting frustrated, is now spent getting the job--trucking--done.
“Honestly, processes that took us 2+ weeks are now taking us a few hours,” Bruno Hill says. “We’re
saving so much time that our staff that used to manage invoices and auditing is now focused on
training and safety.”
The owner, Lewis HIll agrees, “This allows us to be a trucking company again. Not an invoice
tracking company.”
Omni Dispatch©™ does the tedious work for FBS.

“It has saved us a gigantic amount of time,
the value of that time is incalculable,” ~ Lewis HIll
Omni Dispatch©™ also makes FBS more competitive. Armed with Omni Dispatch©™, FBS can
now compete with the much larger 600-1000 truck operations in the oil field.
“Honestly, the software takes us to a whole new level,” he says. “It really puts us in the lead. It is
nicer than the tools that the big boys use. It makes us look professional. Now we can compete
with the big companies.”
Bruno says that when big oil companies call about jobs, Omni Dispatch©™ makes FBS look
‘impressive.’
“It has won us a lot of jobs. It provides the ‘wow’ factor.”

"honestly, the
software takes
us to a whole
new level,"
"It really puts us
in the lead. it is
nicer than the
tools that the big
boys use. it
makes us look
professional.
now we can
compete with the
big companies."
~ Lewis Hill

The future
When we asked Lewis Hill if he would recommend Omni Dispatch©™ to other companies in the industry--his competitors--his answer surprised us a
bit.
“No, are you kidding me? I don’t want my competitors using this at all!” he laughs. “It works so well and has made FBS so efficient, I shudder to think
of other companies using it. Honestly, I think that the oil fields should mandate that every company use it. It’s that good.”
Bruno Hill agrees, “It’s literally been perfect. They couldn’t have made a better tool that does everything we need it to. It’s better than anything else
in the industry. Period.”
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technology and service to the oil field
frontier that is simple, secure, and profitable.
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